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Dear Sir/Madam
Herewith my submission concerning Multiculturalims and why it hasnt worked and why it is an insult to
the intelligence of the Australian people
and must be dismissed.
I am an indiginous Australian, that means I was born here. I am descended from the Anglo Saxons
who were brought here in chains on trumped up charges (of stealiing 3 shillings worth of rags) on one
side and on the other side my gt Grandfather on my fathers side was brought here from Scotland by
the NSW Governmentto be a Station Master.
My grandfather with convict blood fought in both world wars in the Navy and then Airforce to protect
this nation and save it from invasion by Japanese.
My religion is PRESBYTERIAN. This colony was built on the sweat of every person who came here
for whatever reason. Many european immigrants
came to Australia for various reasons, the Gold Rush of the 1850s and the 2nd World War Refugees
from Europe. The country prospered and everyone
integrated, because we had the same basic religious belief system, same ideology, similar race and
creed.
I went to London as an l8 year old in 1970 for a few years and I witnessed the beginning of the
destruction of the British Culture, now recognised as being
done on purpose by the Socialist Governments to destroy England. It has. I saw the influx of 50,000
refugees of Indian descent flooding England after
they were kicked out of Uganda. These people sponged off the welfare system and invaded their
businesses and with that came influxes ON PURPOSE from other commonwealth NATIONS.
Within 3 years the country was a mess and its now all but destroyed. English people are being forced
by Sainsburys to eat Chicken that has been slaughtered
in a Muslim slaughter. The archbishop of Canterbury famously said that he thought SHARIA law
should be brought into England - perhaps he had dementia, but he said it.
I have muslim friends, educated who came to Australia LEGALLY. They are not extremists.
Unfortunatley too many extremist Muslims have been allowed to come into Australia, and they are
trying to impose their ideology on to Australians. My muslim friends who are NORMAL, still have
belief systems incompatible with Australian culture, for instance there are 7 children in the family and
they have sent one daughter for an arranged marriage only recently to Afghanistan and another son
born in Australia as been forced to marry an l8 year old muslim girl and forced to dump his Australian

girlfriend of 7 years. The Muslims are NOT integrating, my friends are educated but I do fear that the
Muslim indocrination and taking over of the minds of their children is OBSCENE.
They have NO RIGHT to impose their PREHISTORIC, subhuman ideology on to the Australian
culture. The UNHCR are clear that if a person is a refugee that they must abide by the laws and
customs of the country who takes them in . Just so you cant try to tell me I dont know what I am
talking about - just read the 60 page link below, RIGHTS OF THE REFUGEE.
Gillard has acted improperly, and illegally in allowing the Boat People who protested to not only come
onto Australian soil but she has allowed criminals
to be integrated into Australian society ILLEGALLY UNDER UN CONVENTIONs. . Under UN
charters they are not allowed to act improperly and
I was appalled that the grossly imcompetant Julia Gillard did not expell these people under the UN
charters

REFUGEES ARE NOT ALLOWED UNDER UN CHARTERS TO CAUSE TROUBLE
If you read this document, you will find that the Refugees who caused rioting in Christmas
island HAVE NO RIGHT TO BE GIVEN
REFUGES STATUS.......its very clear in the charter

.http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter2shtml
Read Chapter 1 article 2: clauses 3&4
1. All Members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that
international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered.
2. All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.

Read Chapter 11 (roman 2) Article 6.
A Member of the United Nations which has persistently violated the Principles contained in the
present Charter may be expelled from the Organization by the General Assembly upon the
recommendation of the Security Council.
Then read:
http://www.envirosagainstwar.org/docs/CountriesBombedbyUS.html

CH
CHRISTMAS ISLAND BURING - THESE CRIMINALS FORFEITED THEIR RIGHTS UNDER UN
CHARTERS

FAIL - ILLEGAL UNDER
UNHCH CHARTERS
so why were they let into our society, whenNew Zealanders are prevented from entering if they
are unskilled.

illegal criminals without PAPERS running amok on Christmas Island -

illegal under

un charters
These cretins, do not fit in with our culture......
MULTICULTURALISM HAS FAILED AUSTRALIA.......
I ALSO REFUSE TO BE POLITICALLY CORRECT, THIS IS MY
COUNTRY AND I WILL SAY WHAT I WANT
IF SOMEONE WHO IS NOT FROM MY COUNTRY AND RESIDES AS A
GUEST IN MY COUNTRY DOESNT LIKE
THE CULTURE............I SAY BUGGER OFF BACK TO WHERE YOU
CAME FROM.
Its all about fitting in.,
I have muslim friends and I have Chinese friends. all are l00 integrated all came here.........through
the correct channels..
PEOPLE HAVE TO BE VETTED. I have a friend who has married a Phillipina, they have a child
together and his wife and child are prevented
from coming to Australia.........wheres the fairness in that. A half Australian child is not allowed into
this country but any CRIMINAL that washes up on
our shores illegally gets REFUGEE STATUS?

THIS HAS TO STOP. Australia has enough problems at the moment we dont need more.

The World wide Socialist agenda is to DIVIDE AND
RULE, they want ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT.
read AGENDA 21, SIGNED BY ROZ KELLY BEHIND
THE BACKS OF AUSTRALIANS if you want to see what
the COMMIES want to do to destroy Australia
FLOODING AUSTRALIA WITH UNSUITABLE
REFUGEES TO DESTROY OUR CULTURE
IS PART OF THAT.
Videos for agenda 21 private property
AGENDA 21 vehicle ownership and
private property
7 min - 28 Jan 2009
Uploaded by barbarossaaaa
youtube.com

I WILL NOT BE TOLD TO BE POLITICALLY
CORRECT IN MY OWN COUNTRY
I HAVE RIGHTS..........UNDER MY CONSTITUTION
TO SPEAK MY MIND
I HAVE FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND I
WILL EXERCISE THAT PRIVILEGE
Sincerely

UN Agenda 21- "There Will Be No
Private ...
8 min - 9 Nov 2009
Uploaded by herculese220
youtube.com

